This paper presents a novel two-axis shape sensor based on optical optoelectronic sensors and integrated with a flexible manipulator arm to measure the overall shape of the robotic arm. The disc-shape bio-compatible sensor presented here can be embedded as a sensing system into flexible manipulators and is applicable to the geometry of its structure and to the structure of any other similar multi-segment robotic manipulator. Design and calibration procedures of the device are introduced: experimental results allow defining a sensor matrix for real-time estimation of the pitch and roll of the plate above the sensor and confirms the usefulness of the proposed optical sensing approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Minimally invasive surgery or MIS is a modern surgical technique which aims to reduce post-operative surgical trauma in patients relative to conventional surgical methods by reducing surgical incisions that are required to carry out operations. In order to carry out such a complex procedure, specialized robots have been designed to operate in such specialized conditions. [1] Robotic technology can provide valuable assistance and information for surgical procedures to surgeons. [2] For example, the da Vinci Surgical System is a surgical robot and control system for MIS. The robot arm of the da Vinci has multiple degrees of freedom (DoF), which makes it easier to carry out surgical operations in a restricted environment. The 3D camera of the da Vinci provides enlarged detailed visual information on the surgical site for the surgeon to view as they carry out the procedure. However, its robot arm has the following disadvantages: 1) the small workspace of its robot arm is constrained by rigid mechanical links in the robot arm outside of the patient's body; and 2) information describing the interaction between the robot's arms and the patient's organs is not provided during the surgical procedure. [3 -4] For these reasons, flexible manipulators including continuum robots have been adopted to assist surgeons in carrying out surgeries in the field of medicine. Choset et al. and Kahrs et al. have developed flexible manipulators which can control various shapes with high flexibility and high dexterity, using tendon driven mechanisms. [5 -6] Webster III et al. created a concentric tube robot to reach any specific location of the brain without damage. [7] Although the surgical system with those flexible manipulators can allow accessing small openings or narrow spaces, and an imaging system at the head of the flexible manipulators allow dexterous and precise navigation through difficult regions in the body, the surgical system is limited by the visual data it gives, as it only gives a point of view from the tip of the manipulator but not a view of the arm in the volume of the body or the shape of the arm as it moves through the body. [8] There are various conventional shape sensing mechanisms currently in use, with distinct advantage and disadvantages for surgical flexible manipulators. These shape sensing mechanisms include: Resistance-based approach, optical fibre-based approach and image-based approach. The resistance-based approach employs electro-conductive materials that vary in electrical properties proportionately with the strain experienced by the material, effectively acting as a strain gauge. An example of one of these strain gauges commonly used is conductive yarn, a thread-like metal wire wrapped around an elastic core. With an appropriate electrical supply and multiple conductive yarns, it can calculate the extent of the stretch experienced by the manipulator arm.
[6] [9] One optical fibre approach uses light intensity to detect shape. Light intensity modulated sensors use optical cables as light transmitters or both transmitter and receiver. As light is shone through the optical fibre, partial light modulation occurs through the wire, while the rest of the light is partially reflected to receiver cables from the reflectors. With multiple optical fibres, the varied reflected light intensities per cable would be able to provide the manipulator's orientation. [7] [10]
The second optical fibre-based approach is based on Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensing elements. This method uses fibre optic cables to be passed through the manipulator arm, with sensors positioned at intermediate points throughout the arm. As light travels through the bent manipulator arm, the wavelength of light changes proportional to the reflection experienced by the light as it travels through the deformed optical fibre along the arm. This change in wavelength is measured at intermediate parts of the arm and with two other cables in the manipulator arm you can find out the relative deformation of the manipulator. This approach has shown outstanding sensing modality, and it facilitates the overall manipulator's size to be super-miniaturised. Nevertheless, it is susceptible to temperature variation and the interrogator reading FBG sensing elements are very expensive. [11] [12] [13] Moreover, this approach cannot guarantee high-precision shape sensing based on the optoelectronic technology introduced in this paper.
An image-based approach uses imaging systems to interpret the shape of the manipulator. The two main methods are medical imaging modalities, which use fluoroscopic images to give better information of the shape through the use of multiple 2D images to approximate a 3D image, and imagers, which use cameras to gives point of view information from the tip of the surgical manipulator. [8] [14 -15] Our proposed method would use a set of three optoelectronic sensors which can precisely measure three distances from one plate in the manipulator to the one above it. The relative two orientations (pitch and roll) between each of the two plates can be estimated using the voltage data from the optoelectronic sensors and linear regression. Then the position/orientation of the top of the flexible manipulator can be calculated by multiplying all the consecutive relative transformation matrices of every two plates of the flexible manipulator. This novel device takes advantage of the use of optoelectronic components that has a low power consumption, low level of noise and no need for any electronic filtering. The overall design should be easily added into existing flexible manipulator designs built based on tendon driven mechanisms.
In this paper, we focus on the development of a shape sensing sensor for the flexible manipulators and show how to design and calibrate a transformation matrix by considering integration of the sensor with its manipulator.
II. DESIGN METHODS AND FABRICATION

A. Design Concept
The design concept of the shape sensor should satisfy several conditions, which are:
1) The sensor device should be integrated into the flexible manipulator's design, being embedded in every plate to be able to determine the transformation matrix.
2) The sensor must be able to measure flexure of the overall manipulator arm in any direction as well as any complex shapes producible by the manipulator i.e. "S" shape.
3) The sensor should be able to measure at least 2 axes of rotations (roll and pitch). Although measuring the third axis of rotation (yaw) is possible, priority is given to the roll and pitch as yaw can be easily constrained in manipulator designs.
In this paper, the proposed shape sensing is supposed to be integrated into flexible manipulators of medical instruments, and its diameter should be less than 15 mm such that it can be inserted through the maximum size of trocar. However, in this paper, in order to prove the sensing algorithm, a bigger size of the shape sensing will be described.
B. Configuration of Shape Sensor and Sensing Principle
The shape sensor consists of three optoelectronic sensors (model QRE1113 from Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.) and a circular plate structure with three indents for each optoelectronic sensor which is made from true white PLA (polylactic acid) plastic and designed with an FDM (fused deposition modelling) 3D rapid prototyping machine. The structure design is based on the flexible manipulator being comprised of a large number of these plates, linked together with ball and socket joints with three spring between each plate to restrict the yaw rotation as shown in Figures 1 and 2 .
The optoelectronic sensors are comprised of a photo diode and a phototransistor which emit and receive a specific range of wavelengths of light respectively (Figure 2) . The closer the distance between the current plate and the plate above it, the higher the intensity of the reflected light that is received by the phototransistor (Figure 3 ). The amount of light reflected is inversely proportional to the voltage output of the optoelectronic sensor. From this output voltage, the distance between the optoelectronic sensor and the plate above can be determined. When the flexible manipulator is deformed in anyway, each optoelectronic sensor found in each plate of the manipulator would be able to measure the distance between plates at three points (Figures 1 and 3 ). Using the three measures of distance, the roll and pitch of the plate above can be calculated. Calculation of the roll and pitch of every subsequent plate would then be able to calculate the shape and the distal position of the flexible manipulator by multiplying consecutive relative transformation matrices as shown in Eq.
(1).
III. CALIBRATION AND OPTIMISATION OF OPTOELECTRONIC SENSOR
An optoelectronic sensor can measure small and large distances precisely. Its output voltages with respect to distances have a linear curve, and without an amplifier, a large voltage variation can be obtained with respect to distance changes. In this section, optimising the two resistors to measure a large range of distances by the optoelectronic sensor will be described as below:
A. Experiment Setup 1) Experiment device for optimising resistors for an optoelectronic sensor
The device aims at optimising the two resistors combination for the optoelectronic sensor such that the range of distances we want to measure has a distinct relationship to the output voltage of the optoelectronic sensors. The device consists of a stepper motor with an optoelectronic sensor attached to an arm and a white reflective board. When activated, the stepper motor would turn such that the arm pushes the optoelectronic sensor towards the reflective board over a set distance (Figure 4) . The calibration is repeated for different combinations of resistors for both the LED and the phototransistor as seen in Figure 2 .
Based on design measurements, the optoelectronic sensor must be able to produce a distinct relationship for the distance between the optoelectronic sensor and reflective surface and the output voltage of the optoelectronic sensors. This therefore allows us to be able to measure the range of movements produced from the pitch and roll of the plate above the sensors. For our case, the optoelectronic sensor must be able to function within 2 mm to 8 mm as those are the minimum and maximum distance between the plates during the full range of motion.
2) Experiment device for optimising resistors for an optoelectronic sensor
Due to the design of the plates, the maximum and minimum possible distances separating the top and bottom plates is 2 mm to 8 mm. With this in mind, we aimed for the resistors to be able to produce distinct values for that range. As seen from Figure 5 , the shape of the curve for output voltage is a negative exponential decay to a steady state value of 4.88 Volts. Because of this, we would want the part of the curve with the largest changes in value to be in the desired range. The circuit diagram with R1 and R2 can be seen from Figure 2 . The top left graph in Figure 5 shows the relationship in the effective range of the optoelectronic sensor when the value of R1 is varied while R2 is kept constant. A similar experiment is conducted with R2 being changed while R1 is kept constant (Figure 5 , top right). Therefore, the choice of a 75 Ω resistor and a 24k Ω resistor is chosen for R1 and R2 respectively ( Figure 5, bottom  left) .
3) Calibration for pitch and roll
The device aims to calibrate the roll and pitch relative to the three optoelectronic sensor output voltages by finding the transformation matrix that governs the three inputs with the two separate outputs. The top plate of the device houses the Inertial Measurement Unit or IMU sensor (LPMS-B sensor, Life Performance Research, Tokyo, JAPAN) that measures roll and pitch of the plate and has a smooth white surface on the underside for the optoelectronic sensor to reflect off. The orientation trial is carried out by locking the two antiparallel arms with the blue clips as seen in Figure 7 and 'see-sawing' the top plate slowly across its antiparallel arms (1 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6) while both the IMU on the plate as well as the optoelectronic sensors record data on roll and pitch of the top plate and output voltage respectively.
4) Calibration for pitch and roll of multiple segments
The transformation matrix is unique for each segment and is calculated by calibrating each segment on its own first before the full experiment is carried out. This is done by restricting non-essential segment movement by attaching rings between them, then carrying out the same calibration steps as stated in point III part 3 and seen in Figure 7 .
B. Calibration of model equation by linear regression
Linear regression (LR) finds a relationship between two or more independent variables and a dependent variable by fitting a linear equation to the observed data set. This produces a matrix with effective weights for the magnitude of how much each of the independent variables affect the dependent variable.
The calibration data in every calibration test is used to generate a transformation matrix that models the relationship between the three input voltages from each optoelectronic sensor with the physical values of roll and pitch angles of the plate above the optoelectronic sensors. The equation for each segment would therefore be governed by Eq. (2). Eq. (3), (4) and (5) are the transformation matrices calculated from the calibration of each individual plate in point III part 3.
(2)
IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN SHAPE SENSOR AND IMU SENSOR After calibration, a comparison test for the multiple segments is conducted by having all three plates be move and the motion will be recorded by the IMU sensor. This setup can be seen in Figure 8 .
Once the three transformation matrices are calculated, the resultant angles of pitch and roll for each segment are summed together and both the final pitch and roll of the model as well as the pitch and roll recorded by the IMU sensor is offset by their initial values so that all values start from zero. As shown in Eq. (2), from the sensor voltage samples such as V1, V2, and V3, the estimated pitch and roll are obtained by means of the calculated transformation matrix. However, the estimated pitch and roll have errors in comparison with the actual pitch and roll as shown in Figures 6 and 9 . Nevertheless, the calibration matrix can estimate the pitch and roll within a sensor range error with a maximum absolute and percentage error as shown in Figures 6 and 9 and Table II and III. With the measurement of the pitch and roll of the plates, this can be translated into the pitch and roll of the flexible manipulator and proves to be an effective shape sensor.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
With this paper, we have presented a shape sensing sensor using optoelectronic sensors to measure the distance between each plate at three points to measure the orientation of the plate above, with the summation of multiple plate orientations to give the full shape of the flexible manipulator. The sensor design enables a multi-plate snake-like design that can be a novel flexible manipulator design. We believe that the demonstrated design and solution can be applied to other similar flexible manipulators which employ multiple elements via rigid joints. Finally, we validated the sensor range through experimental measurements.
In future work, sensor characteristics such as the effect of yaw on the shape sensing linear model, usage of non-linear regression to form a more accurate transformation matrix, reducing errors, repeatability and crosstalk will be evaluated and improved. Additionally, the sensors will have actuators that can control and manipulate the entire flexible manipulator with cables running through various segments of the manipulator as well as an OpenGL C++ program to display and give real time feedback on the full flexible manipulator shape during surgery. 
